
MAZE-mania: a hard way to 
homework!

Don’t touch the black bars 

START HERE

The key opens locked doors

Click on it, to get your secret home task

Your mission is to pass the maze and
get a prize, a secret home task!

Use your 
mouse and
take the 
cyclist to the
prize symbol 
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TRY AGAIN

Oops! You are 
off your bike!

I am okay, I 
am okay…



Secret Home Task
Take a print screen 

when you unlock the safe Instructions
Do the tasks and get the 
code to unlock the safe

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9

Yep, a 
diamond

Choose the best answer 
1. Why did you _____ this comic book for your review?

2. Who ____ this religious building in Mexico?

3. Where _____ the first article about artificial intelligence?

4. How old _____ your grandfather when he started to drive?

5. Why ______ to get this present? Is anything wrong with it?

6. Brandon never ______ a meteor shower in the night sky.

7. _____ could solve that puzzle, it was too easy.

8. Fred always looked _____ the pets, when his parents went away.

9. _____ phone did you use to call me yesterday? This number is not yours.

2. forget | 1. choose | 4. rise | 7. took 

9. built | 6. did build | 2. forbade | 3. lost 

8. you read | 5. did you saw| 8. didn’t you write | 7. did you find 

7. were | 2. did was| 5. was | 1. has been 

6. did you like | 9. were you like| 3. not you liked | 4. didn’t you like

2. watched | 3. didn’t see| 4. have observed | 7. written a poem during

8. Someone | 6. Nobody | 3. Anyone | 5. Each

9. for | 8. after | 4. forward to | 2. down on

1. What | 3. Whom | 6. Whose| 8. Which


